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The Farriers Registration Council (FRC) is a corporate 

body established under the Farriers (Registration) Act 

1975. 

FRC Vision 

Prevention and avoidance of suffering by equines through ensuring that equine owners 
are able to access the equine hoof-care that best meets their needs in a timely and     
assured manner; this care will be delivered only by those capable and qualified to do so. 

FRC Mission 

The FRC will deliver: 

 Registration of British Farriers seeking to practice farriery in GB.

 Registration of Overseas Farriers seeking to practice farriery in GB.

 Approval of courses, qualifications and institutions pertaining to the practice of
farriery in GB.

 Supervision of approved institutions and examinations pertaining to the practice of
farriery in GB.

 Preliminary Investigation of cases where a person is liable to have his or her name
erased from the register.

 Consideration and determination of disciplinary cases.

In order to provide regulation and assurance to equines, to equine owners and to the 
public. 
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Commitment – The FRC is committed to acting in the best interests of 
the equine and the organisation, taking responsibility for our actions within the 

requirements of the Farriers Registration Act. 

Integrity – The FRC will act honestly, openly and consistently and will not

tolerate deceit, dishonesty and discrimination.  The FRC can be trusted to use 

its powers responsibly. 

Respect for Others – The FRC respects and values the contributions

of others and engages with, and listens to, its stakeholders. The FRC will not 

tolerate prejudice or favouritism, and encourages diversity and equality of

opportunity. 

Lawful – The FRC will act in a manner that is demonstrably lawful, using

firm, proportionate and transparent enforcement to deal with those who do not 

comply with regulatory requirements. 

Professional & Ethical – The FRC is dedicated to safeguarding the

interests of the equine through its knowledge and skills. It will conduct itself 
and its business affairs in accordance with the highest ethical standards     
including confidentiality of sensitive information acquired in the course of its 
regulatory business. 

FRC Values 

The FRC maintains that the welfare of the equine is best served by an independent, accountable 

and ‘fit for purpose’ regulator. The work of the FRC is underpinned by five core values which apply 

to Council Members and the Secretariat. 
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Report of the Farriers Registration 

Council - FRC Chair, Mr D Hall BSc (Hons) DipWCF (Hons)

Before summarising the outputs and achievements of the     
Council in 2019 and looking ahead to 2020 I must first, with 
much sadness, record the death of my predecessor as Chair of 
the Council, Chris House.  A detailed obituary has been     

published in the Bulletin recording Chris’ many achievements in a 
lifetime of service to Veterinary Medicine and, in particular, to farriery.  It was, therefore, 
with a heavy heart that I assumed the appointment of Chair in April 2019. 

The new standard apprenticeship in farriery was, after some four years in development by 
the profession’s working group, approved and the first starts on that programme took 
place in September.  Of particular note are the inclusion and formal assessment of 
‘behaviours’ – the essential professional skills and competencies that set the conditions 
for a farrier to succeed as a professional, and the formal assessment of trimming an     
unshod equine which underscores the centrality of trimming to farriery. 

The transition window for Approved Training Farriers (ATFs) to complete the Train the 
Trainer Farriery Award (TTFA) closed on 1 January 2020, close to six years after the     
policy was adopted following the OFSTED intervention in 2013.   This upskilling paves the 
way for the next generation of farriers to benefit from high quality workplace education 
and training delivered by ATFs with proven technical and training proficiency. 

In concert with colleagues at Defra the Council prepared for the possibility of the UK    
departing the EU under what was described as ‘no deal’, and the necessary legislation 
was drafted and remained ‘on the shelf’ in the event it became necessary to implement. 
As we enter 2020 the precise detail of the terms of the UK’s departure from the EU     
remains subject to negotiation and we remain engaged with Defra.  

The Council continues to promote the use of Registered Farriers to equine owners and to 
the public at large.  During 2019 the Council produced a short public information film on 
this subject which has been viewed by the public at events such as Your Horse Live, and 
may be accessed by the public via the Council website. 

The independently-operated statutory committees are now well into their second year of 
operation following transition to the provisions set out in the 2017 Act.  Both committees 
are seized of the need to uphold public confidence and to safeguard the reputation of the 
profession, while discharging their responsibilities with fairness and proportionality     
uppermost in their considerations. 
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Registration - Chair, Mr Y Breisner

A statutory function of the FRC is to 

“establish and maintain a 
Register” (Section 3 of The Farriers

(Registration) Act 1975). 

The RC, an advisory committee, of the 
Council met on 3 occasions during 
2019. 67 farriers were added to the    
register upon completion of the     
Apprenticeship in Farriery or by virtue of 
an Overseas Application. The state of 
the Register as at 31 December 2019 is 
set out below, the 31 December 2018 
figures in brackets; readers are     
reminded that the figures give a 
‘snapshot’ of the numbers on a given 
day. 

During 2019 the RC considered potential 
changes to FRC policy in relation to     
Farriers returning to the Register after    
extended periods of absence and while 
not practicing.  In addition the RC     
reviewed the Council complaints policy 
guide and forms; recommended the     
introduction of the Voluntary Enrolled    
Apprentice Declaration for Enrolled     
Apprentices, and produced the new Guide 
to Entering Farriery Training as an     
Apprentice in GB.   

A short film ‘The importance of using a     
Registered Farrier’ was published on the 
FRC website for the benefit of the     
public.  This short information film is 
aimed at advising and informing horse 
owners and the general public as to the 
benefits of using a Registered Farrier.  
The film was used at ‘Your Horse Live’ in 
November 2019 where it was  favourably 
received and will be used at future public 
and professional events.  

The RC oversaw planning for the UK’s 
exit from the EU in respect of farriery, and 
with the assistance of Defra drew up draft 
secondary legislation in the event of     
departure with ‘no deal’.  This draft     
legislation was not required at the point of 
departure from the EU, and at time of     

writing we await direction from     
Government as to how the Mutual     
Recognition of Professional Qualifications 
shall be taken forward in any trade deal.   

The Council considered 2 applications 
for registration from farriers with     
professional experience and/or training 
achieved outside of GB during 2019. 1 
applicant was granted automatic     
registration based on their certified     
experience achieved in another EEA 
Member State, 1 applicant was     
registered on the grounds of holding a   
recognised qualification achieved     
outside of GB. 1 further applicant was 
accepted in to Part 5 of the Register 
during 2019, as a Temporary and     
Occasional Service Provider under the 
terms of EU Legislation as part of their 
role travelling with their international 
employers’ competition horses; the  
individual has subsequently left Part 5 
on completion of their task. 

A sample of Registered Farriers were    
audited for CPD compliance during 
2019, of the 30 Registered Farriers    
audited, 22 submitted satisfactory CPD 
records, 8 were referred to the     
Investigating Committee (IC).  Of these 
3 have been referred to the Disciplinary 
Committee (DC), and the cases are 
scheduled for consideration by the DC 
in 2020. 

Approved Training Farriers (ATFs) 

The Train the Trainer Farrier Award 
(TTFA) was delivered at the three     
colleges to those ATFs wishing to     
remain on the ATF list.  The purpose of 
the TTFA is to deliver competence in 
delivery of training to apprentices and 
follows recommendations made by     
OFSTED in 2013. 

The transition window for completion of 
TTFA by ATFs closed on 1 January 2020; 
as of 1 January 2020 the ATF list includes 
175 ATFs.  The colleges will continue to 
deliver TTFA training for any new ATF 
applicants and details shall be published 
on the FRC website when available. 

The annual audit of CPD     
compliance by ATFs was carried out 
on 49 ATFs.  Of those audited 8 
ATFs were not policy compliant and  
subject to ATF reviews to consider 
their future as training farriers.     
Following reviews one ATF was     
removed from the ATF list. 

Part 1 2814 (2844) 

Part 2 44 (48) 

Part 3 40 (44) 

Part 4 34 (40) 

Part 5 0 (0) 

Total 2932 (2976) 
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Approvals - Chair, Mr M Peaty

The Council may approve for the purposes of the Act “any course of training which 

the Council considers is designed to confer on persons     

completing it sufficient knowledge and skill for carrying out the 

shoeing of horses” (Section 11(1)a) of The Farriers (Registration) Act 1975).

“It shall be the duty of the Council to keep itself informed of the  

nature of the instruction given at institutions approved ...” (Section 12

of  The Farriers (Registration) Act 1975). 

The AC carried out approval visits to each of the training providers in 2019.  Visits to Myerscough  
College and the Warwickshire Group of Colleges (Moreton Morrell Campus) were carried out in  
February 2019 and further approval was granted.  The AC visited Herefordshire, Ludlow and North 
Shropshire College (Holme Lacy Campus) in July 2019 and noted significant progress in areas that 
had previously been identified as requiring improvement at previous visits; further approval was 
granted.   

The AC visited the Defence Animal Training Regiment (DATR) in May 2019 and made a number of 
recommendations to the DATR to be reviewed at the AC’s next visit in 2022; further approval was 
granted.   

Looking ahead, during 2020 the AC is shall undertake a Benchmarking Review of farriery and 
farriery-related qualifications, examinations and awards delivered in GB,  with a view to     
providing horse owners and the public with a clearer understanding of what the qualifications, 
examinations and awards mean, and thereby enable informed choice when purchasing farriery 
services. 
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Number of Registrants (as 

at 31 December 2019: 

2932 

Number of Farriers registered 

for the first time (1 January 

2019 - 31 December 2019): 

67 

Registration Continued...



Professional Conduct -

Investigating Committee (IC) – Chair, Mr P Grant 
Disciplinary Committee (DC) – Chair, Mr J Anderson 

The Farrier & Apprentice Code of Professional 

Conduct sets out that Registered Farriers are 

expected to “uphold the 

good reputation of 

the farriery 

profession” (Farrier &

Apprentice Code of Professional Conduct 

– 2017 edition ).

The Farrier & Apprentice Code 
of Professional Conduct sets 
out that Registered Farriers are 
expected to “uphold the good 
reputation of the farriery     
profession”.  (Farrier &     
Apprentice Code of     
Professional Conduct – 2017 
edition). 

During the course of 2019 the 
Council  received 60     
enquiries or information     
requests concerning     
professional conduct or workmanship.  
Over one half of enquiries related purely 
to conduct, and when considering     
instances involving dissatisfaction with 
both farrier conduct and workmanship, this 
figures rises to 85%. 

As in previous years, recurring conduct 
issues reported to the Council included 
the use of inappropriate or threatening 
language, unacceptable behaviour     
towards others, the spread of malicious 
rumours and the alleged mistreatment of 
equines.  Incidence of misuse of social 
media continued to be factor in     
complaints, and criminal convictions of 
Registered Farriers generated a small 
number of complaints.  Common     
workmanship issues included laming as a 
result of poor standards of trimming or 
shoeing.  Complaints between farriers 
were principally allegations amounting to 
poor communication or a lack of     
professional courtesy. 

Of the 60 enquiries received, 23 (38%) 
became formal complaints referred to the 
IC for consideration.  The ratio of     
enquiries translating into formalised     
complaints is broadly similar to that of 

2018 but higher than in prior years.  Of the 
23 formal complaints, 14 complaints were 
closed by the IC and 9 complaints were 
referred to the DC for further examination.  
Nine referrals to the DC equates to 0.3% 
of Registered Farriers in 2019. 

The DC met to consider ten matters over 
2019: 

 five matters resulted in a finding of 
serious misconduct in a professional 
respect with a reprimand or warning 
to future conduct awarded by way of 
sanction; 

 three matters resulted in a finding of 
serious misconduct in a professional 
respect with suspension from the 
Register for a period of two months 
as a sanction; 

 one matter resulted in a finding of 
serious misconduct in a professional 
respect with a suspension from the 
Register for a period of six months 
as a sanction; 

 one matter remains  part-heard with 
the inquiry listed to resume on dates 
agreed for 2020. 
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Finance - Chair, Mr T Charlwood 

 
The FC, an advisory committee of the Council, met three times during 2019 to monitor 
and review the financial policies and procedures, expenditure, budgets and annual       
accounts.  The Balance Sheet remains strong with Reserves of £558,479.  The FC      
considers this figure adequate to meet unforeseen liabilities in the short term. 
 
During 2019 the FC supported the development of a significant number of policies and 
policy reviews and recommended the development of Phase 2 of the website to maintain 
its effectiveness and to ensure it remains fit for purpose. The FC approved additional 
measures to manage the ongoing compliance of the FRC with GDPR and DPA 2018. 
 
In respect of the Retention fee the FC voted to increase the fee for 2020 to meet           
increasing costs of regulation, the costs associated with the separation of the              
Investigating & Disciplinary Committees from the Council and the introduction of new 
government and EU legislation including GDPR. 
 

 

How was your retention fee of £238 spent? 
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By way of looking ahead I draw your attention to policy initiatives the Council intend to 
take forward in 2020.  First, work to benchmark the various farriery and farriery-related 
qualifications, examinations and awards.  While these are relatively well understood 
within the profession, there is markedly less understanding on the part of horse        
owners, veterinarians and others who use farriery services.  The intent is to facilitate a 
greater level of understanding of what the various qualifications, examinations and 
awards mean, and to enable those who purchase farriery services to exercise informed 
choice.   
 

Second, the Council will review the necessary safeguards for those returning to farriery 
after time away from the profession.  The concern of the Council, and others more 
broadly, is the effect of ‘skill fade’ while away from the profession for a protracted       
period translating into risk carried by the animal and its owner when returning to      
practise as a Registered Farrier. 
 

Finally, I must record my thanks to the Council and its staff for its continued            
commitment to deliver the Farriers (Registration) Act taking into account the ever     
increasing expectations of the public, changing perceptions of good corporate         
governance and the role of a regulator.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

    Mr D Hall BSc (Hons) DipWCF (Hons) 

    Chair of the FRC  



Farriers Registration Council 

Members 2019 

Mr A B Charlwood BA FCCA 

CPFA 

The Worshipful Company of 

 Farriers 

Mr D Hall BSc (Hons) 

DipWCF(Hons) 

Elected Member 

Mr D C D’Arcy BSc 

(Hons) AWCF 
Elected Member 

Mr Y Breisner 

British Horseracing Authority 

Mr B T Benson AWCF 

British Farriers and Blacksmiths 

Association 

Mr P Gordon DipWCF 

Elected Member 

Chair 
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Mr I Davidson 

  Scottish Enterprise 

Mr T Smith AWCF 

Elected Member 

Deputy Chair 

Ms J Allen 

The Worshipful Company of 

Farriers 

Operations Superintendent K 
Colman 

Royal Society for the Prevention of 

Cruelty to Animals  



Mr M Weston 

British Equestrian Federation 

Mr S Moore FWCF 

British Farriers and  

Blacksmiths Association  

 

 

Farriers Registration Council  

Members 2019 (Continued...) 
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Mr R P May AWCF 
 

The Worshipful Company of  

Farriers 

Mr M Peaty BVSc CertEP, 
CertES, MRCVS 

 
Royal College of Veterinary 

Surgeons 

Mr M Potter 
 

Lantra 

Dr M Smith MA VetMB CertES
(Soft Tissue) DipECVS PhD 

MRCVS  
 Royal College of Veterinary     

Surgeons 
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The Farriers Registration Council 

Financial Statements 

For the Year Ended 31 December 2019 







































Registered Office: 
The Farriers Registration Council 

14 Swan Court 
Forder Way 
Cygnet Park 

Hampton 
Peterborough 

PE7 8GX

Phone: 01733 319911 
E-mail: frc@farrier-reg.gov.uk 

Website: www.farrier-reg.gov.uk




